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Image  Formation 

• Light  

      Photography 

• Electron Microscopy 

• X-Ray 

  ~  400 - 700 nm 

  ~  0.001 - 0.1 nm 

  ~  0.1 nm 

• NMR 

Structure  Determination by  

Multidimensional NMR 
1. NMR Basics 

• Spin states /  Energy of transitions  /  Boltzmann Distribution 

• What defines a “500 MHz”  NMR? 

• Chemical shifts  /  How to interpret basic NMR spectra? 

2. Many types of NMR experiments 

• COSY  /  NOESY 

3. What are the requirements and limitations of multidimensional NMR methods? 

4. What is the “Assignment Problem”? 

5. How are “Assignments” made? 

6. From peaks to secondary structure to a 3D  model. 

• How is the protein “model” obtained? 

7. Comparison of structure determination by X-ray vs. NMR. 
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NMR  Methods 

Nuclear spin (nuclear spin Quantum Number I ) 
 

    No spin: #neutrons and #protons both even   -  12C, 16O 

    Half-integer spin (1/2, 3/2, 5/2): #neutrons + #protons odd   -  1H,  13C, 15N 

    Integer spin (1, 2, 3): #neutrons and #protons both odd  - 2H, 14N 

H NMR - Physical Methods 

Larmor equation: 

 

 

 

C. Moore, J. Bantseev, J. Miller & D. Lee – CH370 Student Presentation 
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http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Physical_Chemistry/Spectroscopy/Magnetic_Resonance_Spectroscopies/Nuclear_Magnetic_Resonance/NMR%3A_Theory#Distribution

_of_Particles_Between_Magnetic_Quantum_States 

1 T (tesla)  =  104 gauss  

   

                                      1 gauss = 10−4 kg  C−1 s−1 

~ 5 x 10-5 T 

What is a Tesla?   How strong is a magnetic field of 1 T? 
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NMR  Methods 

Nuclear spin and the splitting of energy levels in a magnetic field 

 

Nuclear spin quantum # “I” ; 2I + 1 orientations: 

 

Magnetic quantum # “m; ( m =  -I  to  +I )    

           e.g.  I = ½ ; m = -1/2 ,  +1/2  

Nuclear magnetic 

 moment 

Energy of  

  level “m” 

DE still small compared to kT 

= h n   

DE = h n   with  n ~ 500 MHz 

      = 6.63 x 10-34 J-s (5.0x 108 /s) 

      = 3.31x 10-25 J 

DE still small compared to kT 

kT =  (1.38 x 10-23 J/K)(298 K) 

 

      =  4.11 x 10-21 J   

the probability of a system being in a state with 

energy E is proportional to   e-ΔE / kT 

n- 
n+ 

  = e-ΔE / kT 

Boltzmann constant:  k =  R/T 

         PV = nRT   =  NkT 

Boltzmann  distribution: 

=  exp(- 3.31x 10-25 J/ 4.11 x 10-21 J 

=  exp(-0.00008) = 0.99992  

99,992 
n- 
n+ 

= 
100,000 

for 100,992 nuclei 
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  n  =  4.97 x 108 /sec  =  497 MHz 

NMR  Spectrum of Water (H2O) in a magnetic field of 11.7 

Tesla – one peak since both protons are equivalent. 

1H -  Gyromagnetic Ratio 

      g = 2.67 x 108 rad/(sec Tesla) 

DE = g h B/2p   = h n   or        n = g B/2p    

       n = [(2.67 x 108 rad/(sec Tesla)  (11.7 Tesla)] /2p     

Chemical Shift - Makes measurements independent of magnetic field strength – 

measure frequency of sample vs. frequency of reference compound.   
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Information  from  a  basic  proton  NMR  spectrum :  

1) Number of signals  number of types of equivalent protons 

2) Position of signals (chemical shift)    types of protons 

   (“shielded”  /  “deshielded”) 

3) Relative Intensity of signals  (integration)    rel. # protons 

4) Signal splitting (spin-spin coupling)     n + 1 rule 

    - one neighboring proton       or       (doublet) 

    - two neighboring protons         or       or         (triplet – 1:2:1) 

 

    - three neighboring protons        or        or        or         (quartet) 

 1:3:3:1 

What a low resolution NMR spectrum tells you 
 

Number of peaks   --  number of different environments  

 

Ratio of the areas under the peaks --  ratio of the 

numbers of hydrogen atoms 
 

Chemical shifts   --   environment the hydrogens 

High  vs. Low  Resolution   NMR  Spectra 
 

CH3-CH2-OH 
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High  vs. Low  Resolution   NMR  Spectra 
 

What a high resolution NMR spectrum tells you 
 

In a high resolution spectrum, single peaks in the low resolution spectrum 

are split into clusters of peaks due to spin-spin coupling.  Amount of 

splitting (n+1 rule) tells you about the number of hydrogens attached to the 

carbon atom next door.  

 

    Singlet - next door to carbon with no hydrogens  

    Doublet -  next door to a CH group 

    Triplet - next door to a CH2 group 

    Quartet -  next door to a CH3 group 
 

CH3-CH2-OH 

NMR  Methods  Proteins 

Small molecule NMR “Big” molecule NMR 

N-H 

Aromatic-H 
  -CH2- 
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http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/Lehre/GCMB07/material/lecture13/NMR.pdf 

Limitations  for  Structure  Determination  by  

Multidimensional  NMR  Methods 

1. Protein must be “smallish” (< 300 amino acid residues) 

2. Protein must be soluble and well behaved in solution.                                              

 (1-2 mM or 30 mg/mL for a 20kDa protein) 

3. Must be able to solve the “Assignment” Problem 

           Gly43 CA-H  vs.  Gly87 N-H, etc. 

4    Must have sufficient number of distance restraints 

           Gly43 CA-H  /  Gly87 N-H       3.0 – 4.5 A, etc. 
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NMR  Methods – COSY  vs.  NOESY  
Two-dimensional COSY (COrrelation SpectroscopY) experiments allow you to 

determine the connectivity of a molecule by determining which protons are spin-

spin coupled. One could accomplish the same task by a detailed analysis of spin-

spin splittings, given high enough resolution.  

http://www.bch.bris.ac.uk/staff/pfdg/teaching/nmr.htm 
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http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/Lehre/GCMB07/material/lecture13/NMR.pdf 
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A) –C-OH, –CH2-   B) –CH2- , –CH2-    C) –CH2-  –CH3-    D) –CH3-  –CH2- 

What type of groups are associated with peaks “1” and “3”?   

3 3 

NMR  Methods – COSY (thru bonds)  

Small molecule “2D” NMR  -  empirical formula   C7H14O   

5                   4     3     2  1 

5                     4     3      2  1 

3 3 
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NOESY is a acronym for Nuclear Overhauser Effect 

Spectroscopy.  NOE is the perturbation of the magnetization of 

one spin due to dipolar coupling with another spin.  Since this 

interaction is detected through space the NOESY experiment 

provides important information on inter-nuclear distances.  

 

http://www.chem.wisc.edu/areas/reich/nmr/08-tech-02-noe.htm 
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 Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) -  1 Dimension 

Amide –N-H (9.0) vanishes since populations have been equalized.  

Proton at 4.5 ppm has biggest change since it is closest. 

 Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) – 2 Dimensions 
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 The 15N-1H correlated HSQC spectrum of AZ-1D86.  The relatively disperse resonances are typical of a protein 

that is folded and suitable for structural study by NMR methods. Some of the assigned resonances are labeled.  

15N 

1H 
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Proton  Chemical  Shifts Carbon  Chemical  Shifts 
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 The 15N-1H correlated HSQC spectrum of AZ-1D86.  The relatively disperse resonances are typical of a protein 

that is folded and suitable for structural study by NMR methods. Some of the assigned resonances are labeled.  

3-D HNCA spectrum of the mouse antizyme (AZ-1D86).  A plane corresponding to a single 15N resonance 

frequency is shown, obtained using our 500 MHz cryo-probe equipped instrument.  Resonance peaks 

correlate the backbone amide 1H and 15N nuclei with the alpha 13C of within the same and preceeding 

amino acid.   

3-dimensional “triple-resonance” NMR  

    is used for solving the assignment problem. 
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“HNCA” spectrum.  

Assignments:  AZ-1 

“HNCA” spectrum.  

Assignments:  AZ-1 
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“HNCA” spectrum.  

Assignments:  AZ-1 

Assignments:  AZ-1 
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Assignments:  AZ-1 

Distance Restraints: 

           AZ-1 
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http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/Lehre/GCMB07/material/lecture13/NMR.pdf 
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ETOTAL = EEMPlRICAL + EEFFECTIVE 

EEFFECTIVE = EXREF + ENOE + EHARM + 

  ECDIH + ENCS + EDG + ERELA + EPLAN 

EEMPIRlCAL = ΣN
p=l [w

p
BONDEBOND + wp

ANGLEANGL + 

  wp
DIHEEDIHE + wp

IMPREIMPR + 

  wp
VDWEVDW + wp

ELECEELEC + 

  wp
PVDWEPVDW + wp

PELEEPELE + 

  wp
HBONEHBON]. 

Energy Refinement 

EBOND = Σ kb(τ -τo)
2 

             bonds 

EANGL = Σ (kθ (θ - θ0)
2 + kub(r13 -rub)

2) 
 angles 

EDIHE =  Σ   Σ kφi (1 + COS(nφi + i)) if ni > 0 
 dihedrals i=1,m 

     Σ   Σ kφi (φi - i)
2 if ni = 0 

 dihedrals i=1,m 

EIMPR =  Σ   Σ kφi (1 + COS(nφi + i)) if ni > 0 
 impropers i=1,m 

      Σ   Σ kφi (φi - i)
2 if ni = 0 

 impropers i=1,m 

Bonded Energy Terms 
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Secondary Structure of Antizyme Fragment 
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94ILYSDERLNVTEEPTSNDKTRVLSIQCTLTEAKQVTWRAVWNGGGLYIELPAGPLPESKDSF 

 AALLEFAEEQLRADHVFICFPKNREDRAALLRTFSFLGFEIVRPGHPLVPKRPDACFMVYTLE219 

94 

219 

COSY  

NOESY  

Simulated Annealing  

Blur-o-gram  

1D,  2D,  3D  NMR  

Summary: 
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Comparison of X-ray vs. NMR 

Structure  Determination 

1. Large protein, crystals   X-ray 

2. Small protein, no crystals   NMR 

3. Small protein, crystals    X-ray  +  NMR 

4. High resolution    X-ray 

5. Surface features of side chains  X-ray 

6. Flexibility / Motions   NMR 

7. Interactions    NMR 

 


